REPRESENTATION THEOREMS FOR CERTAIN FUNCTIONAL OPERATORS
R. E. EDWARDS l Introduction* Almost all the operators arising in applications of the Heaviside operational calculus share two properties. The precise formulation of these properties may vary, but their general nature is, in the first case, a commutativity rule relating to the operation of semitranslation, whilst in the second case it is a condition of continuity of some sort. Possible precise formulations of these conditions are typified by postulates (0^, (O t ) and (O2), which appear subsequently. Verification of the opening remark is to be found by glancing at the diverse illustrations of the technique to he found for example throughout [4] .
It is the aim of the present paper to base proofs of general representation theorems upon such characteristic properties. The appropriate theorems will depend of course on the topologies envisaged in the continuity condition. Because of this, neither theorem proved here applies to all conceivable '' operational expressions " : an outlaw expression would be exp(/φ)(/£>0), for instance. Modifications are possible, however, and would lead to theorems covering wider ranges of operational expressions.
As is well known, if the operands are restricted suitably, the operational calculus can be formulated in terms of the one-sided Laplace transform. Special attention is given to this case, and the corresponding representation theorem can be looked upon as a solution of the problem of factor functions for the Laplace transformation. The methods employed were suggested by those used in [3] to study factor functions for the Fourier transformation.
The general nature of all results obtained is very close to one given by L. Schwartz [5, p. 18, Theoreme X] .
2. Classes of functions and operators. The widest class of functions to be considered will be denoted by J^~ and will consist of those functions f=f (t) which are defined and locally integrable on the halfline jR+={£:ί>0}. Functions which are equal a.e. are identified. A fundamental operator mapping J?~ into itself is " semi-translation by s ", where s I> 0: this is denoted by U s and is defined by The measure μ may fail to be absolutely continuous; for this reason some care is needed in defining the right members of (2.3). This is dealt with in the proof of Theorem 1, to be given in § 3.
The second theorem pays special attention to the subspace gf of composed of functions / for which (2.4) holds for some n which may depend on /. & is practically the largest domain for the Laplace transformation
Many of the operational expressions F(p) appearing in applications of the Heaviside method act on ( <? according to the ritual: take the Laplace transform, multiply by F(p), and then invert the Laplace transform. The operational expression F(p) thus acts as a " factor function ". Detailed con-sideration of such factor functions is deferred until § 5.
In order to state the second representation theorem it is necessary to introduce a topology on £?. If ϊf n (n=l, 2, •) denotes the subspace of έf defined by the inequality (2.4), then g" w C^+i and ^ = 0^. Furthermore q n is a norm on g; relative to which the latter is a Banach space. Accordingly, on if one may introduce the inductive limit topology defined by the 8^ and the q n ; see [1, p. 61] : this is the finest locally convex topology on έf which induces on each & n a topology less fine than that defined by the norm q n . We shall denote by (0^) the condition which results from (O 2 ) by replacing therein the Frechet space J^b y the space C S" equipped with the said inductive limit topology.
THEOREM 2. Let T be a linear operator mapping into itself which satisfies (O x ) and (0' 2 ). Then T admits a representation (2.3), where now the measure μ satisfies a condition (2.6) for some n {which may depend on μ, that is, on T); and conversely.
It may be noted here and now that Theorem 2 applies in particular to any T satisfying (O : ) and (O 2 ) which happens to map ^ into g\ This is so because any such T has a restriction to £f which is necessarily continuous for £f's topology, which assertion is most easily established by applying the generalised closed graph theorem [2, p. 36, Exercice 13]. Condition (O 2 ) is easily seen to imply that the restriction of T to έf has a closed graph when considered as a map of if into itself 1 .
3-Proof of Theorem 1. The first thing is to define μ * / f or / e J^ and any measure μ concentrated on the half-line £^>0. An analogous process works in connection with Theorem 2 for functions fe & and measures μ satisfying (2.6) for some n.
In the present case we note that for fixed / in J^ U s f is a continuous function with values in J?~ and that p n (U s f)=0 for s>w. It is therefore certain that the abstract integral (3.1) J U 8 f dμ (8) exists as an element of J^~: this element is μ * /. To see how this 1 It is necessary merely to observe that, for each n, the topology of $f induces on c Sn a topology less fine than that defined by q n . So, by definition, the inductive limit topology is finer than that induced on g by 5?'s topology. This being so, it is trivial to verify that the restriction of T to £f has a closed graph. definition is related to the " pointwise " one, we note that the dual of Jf may be identified with the space of bounded, measurable functions ψ on R+ which vanish a.e. outside bounded intervals, the linear form associated with such a φ being given by (3.2) <f,φ>=\~f(t)φ(t)dt.
Jo
Now the definition of (3.1) is such that for all φ one has so that by (3.2) 
\~f * fit) ψ(t)dt^dμ(s)^f(t-s)φ(t)dt for all <p. If /(£ -s), qua function of s, is integrable for μ over bounder ed intervals, and if I f(t -s)dμ(s) is locally integrable (Lebesgue), the
Jo integral on the right can be rewritten as
\~ψ(t)dt[f(t-8)dμ(8).

Jo Ju
Comparison shows that, under these conditions, μ * / is the function defined a.e.
as I f(t -s)dμ(s). This latter definition covers in particular
Jo the truncated convolution of two functions in Consider then the operator T defined by Tf=μ* f. By what has been said, T maps J^~ into itself. Linearity of T is obvious. Since also U s U a =U a U s for α!>0, s^O, and U a is continuous on ^", the abstract definition gives at once
=U a^ U s f.dμ(s)=U a Tf; thus T satisfies (O x ).
To prove the continuity of T it is merely necessary to take stock of the fact that p n (U 8 f) vanishes for s^>n and is everywhere at most p n (f).
As a consequence, where m is the | μ |-measure of the interval 0<Ls<Ln. 
Jo
follows at once that the two limits must coincide. Thus Tf=μ * / holds at any rate for / continuous. Such functions are dense in J^ and both members of this equality are continuous on ^7 So equality holds for all /. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4* Proof of Theorem 2.
The general plan of the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1. As before, the existence of the abstract integrals is dealt with first. In this connection it is useful to note the inequality
where q n (μ) denotes the left member of (2.6), provided both factors on the right are finite. Thus if μ satisfies (2.6) for a certain n, and if / belongs to ?f N for some integer N, then (4.1) shows that μ* f belongs to & M , where M=max(n, N). It shows also that the operator T defined by Tf=μ*f has the property that its restriction to each subspace 8î s continuous relative to the norm q n . Hence [1, p. 62 ] T is continuous from έf into itself. In this way the converse part of Theorem 2 is established.
The direct part also runs much as before. The sequence (h v ) is constructed again and will this time be bounded in g\ The limiting measure μ exists, but it remains to show that μ satisfies (2.6) for some n. This will follow as soon as it is shown that the h v lie in some gζ, where n is fixed independent of v, and remain bounded in c £ n . This does not follow directly from the boundedness of (A v ) in gf by virtue of [2, p. 8, Proposition 6] since έf is not a strict inductive limit. Nevertheless the desired result can be proved as follows. holds for all ψ in & and all h in 5. From this it is an easy deduction that for all h in B, which is the result stated. This lemma permits the proof of Theorem 2 to be effected.
5. Factor Operators on <K By a factor operator we shall mean one which is defined via a factor function for the Laplace transformation. The factor function F(p) is assumed to be defined on some half-plane 3ίp2>%, where n may depend on F, and to have the property that, for each / in έf the function F(p) f(p) concides on some right-hand halfplane with the transform g{p) of some r; in &. This g, whose existence is postulated, is then unique. The corresponding factor operator T is then defined by Tf=g.
Such a factor operator T plainly satisfies (OO, but continuity of T is not at all obvious. The relation
Tf*g=f*Tg, which plays a crucial role on the above proofs, has hitherto been deduced from (OO by means of continuity. In the case of a factor operator, (5.1) is verifiable right from the start due to basic properties of the Laplace transformation. This fact permits us to deduce continuity of T and thus renders possible an appeal to Theorem 2. As we shall now see, continuity of T will follow if (5.1) is known to hold for all / and for all g of a quite restricted class, say G. For this purpose we use again the generalised closed graph theorem. According to this, in order to show that T is continuous it will suffice to show that: if a directed family {f t ) converges to 0 in such a way that Tf t converges to a limit, say /, then / is necessarily 0. However, we have seen in §4 that convolution is continuous in each factor, so that Tf t -> g implies Tf. L * g -+ f * g for each g in if. Assuming that g belongs to G, (5.1) permits this to be written f. t *Tg-+f *g. Since /*->(), the left member tends to 0. Hence /*#=0 for all g in G. If this holds, even for quite small classes G, it follows that /=0.
In this way we see from Theorem 2 that the factor functions F are precisely those which are themselves Laplace transforms of measures μ satisfying (2.6) for some n.
